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We study the simplest quantum lattice spin model for the two-dimensional (2D) cubic ferromagnet by means
of mean-field analysis and tensor network calculation. While both methods give rise to similar results in de-
tecting related phases, the 2D infinite projected entangled-pair state (iPEPS) calculation provides more accurate
values of transition points. Near the phase boundary, moreover, our iPEPS results indicate that it is more dif-
ficult to pin down the orientation of magnetic easy axes, and we interpret it as the easy-axis softening. This
phenomenon implies an emergence of continuous U(1) symmetry, which is indicated by the low-energy effec-
tive model and has been analytically shown by the field theory. Our model and study provide a concrete example
for utilizing iPEPS near the critical region, showing that the emergent phenomenon living on the critical points
can already be captured by iPEPS with a rather small bond dimension.

I. INTRODUCTION

For magnetic materials, as the temperature drops below the
Curie point, spins as the microscopic objects amount to a
collective behavior and ferromagnetism forms. In the most
general picture, where spins enjoy the unitary transforma-
tion in three dimensions, formation of magnetic order stands
for the breaking of O(3) symmetry group. However, due to
many possible reasons such as the lattice structure, within
real-world materials the ferromagnetic moment tends to align
along certain directions, the so-called easy axes. When the
easy-axis orientation follows the principal or diagonal direc-
tion of the cubic (isometric) crystal structure, they are referred
to as the cubic ferromagnets [1, 2]. In fact, no matter being
weak or strong it is a very common feature for the magnetic
materials and thus affects the microscopic mechanism.

Recently, layered magnetic materials have drawn re-
searchers’ attention because of their broad range of poten-
tial applications within the two-dimensional (2D) layers [3].
Among them, the ferromagnetic semiconductor thin film is
of special interest because of its promising features from in-
dustrial point of view [4], and various magnetic anisotropies
can also be found in these materials [5]. In many related
works upon such magnetic materials, the determination of
easy-axis alignment plays an important role in their studies
to explain the experimental observation. However, the intro-
duction of quantum effect and its influence in the low temper-
ature are seldom discussed because most studies followed the
mean-field paradigm. Moreover, despite a great amount of ef-
fort for its theoretical understanding through Zener’s or other
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phenomenological models [5], the corresponding microscopic
picture is often overlooked.

The first effective Landau theory for cubic systems ap-
peared in Ref. [6], and an effective lattice model with single-
ion anisotropy can be constructed, leading to preferable mag-
netic easy axes after symmetry breaking [7]. It has later been
shown by Sznajd and Domański that the Landau free energy
of this many-body Hamiltonian leads to the corresponding
Landau-Ginzburg-Wilson (LGW) Hamiltonian being the n-
vector model with a cubic anisotropy [8, 9]. This simplest
lattice model with cubic anisotropy is free from the vicious
sign problem, but remains hard to probe with quantum Monte
Carlo (QMC) due to an unexpected freezing of local spin mo-
ments, which we elucidate in Appendix A. To the best of our
knowledge, there has been no elaborated result beyond the
mean-field studies [8–12] so far for this lattice model, despite
some more recent studies showing the possible existence of
quadrupolar phase with easy axes aligning along ⟨100⟩ in one
dimension by utilizing the perturbation theory and density-
matrix renormalization group (DMRG) [13–15].

In this work, we study the quantum many-body model with
both the mean-field analysis and the 2D tensor network ansatz
in the thermodynamic limit, the infinite projected entangled-
pair states (iPEPS) [16–18], in order to take into account the
quantum entanglement among sites, which goes beyond the
mean-field treatment, for uncovering its more precise phase
diagram. Moreover, near the phase boundary the canted mag-
netic order is susceptible in its orientation according to iPEPS
results, suggesting the disappearance of easy axes and inter-
preted as the easy-axis softening. Since the perturbative renor-
malization group (RG) and other methods have revealed that
the continuous symmetry emerges for a two-component phase
transition [19–23], the easy-axis softening by iPEPS indicates
such emergence of U(1) symmetry on a lattice model. Our re-
sults also consolidate the usage of iPEPS near the critical area
because even with a rather small bond dimension the predicted
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emergent phenomenon can still be clearly detected, which is,
to our best knowledge, demonstrated for the very first time.

II. LATTICE MODEL WITH CUBIC ANISOTROPY

A. Hamiltonian

As mentioned in the Introduction, in this work we are in-
terested in the cubic ferromagnetic thin films and its simplest
many-body Hamiltonian in the square lattice is [11]

H = −J
∑
⟨i,j⟩

S⃗i · S⃗j +K
∑
i,α

(Sαi )
4 − h

∑
i

Szi

= HJ +HK−h,

(1)

with S = 2 and α = x, y, z. We divide the Hamiltonian
into HJ and HK−h for later convenience. Spins on nearest-
neighbor sites (⟨i, j⟩) are connected through a ferromagnetic
Heisenberg interaction (J > 0). The second term reflects the
cubic anisotropy and with K > 0, its easy axes go along
⟨111⟩. In this work we assign K = 1 as the energy unit.
For a 2D magnet, especially the semiconductor thin film, fre-
quently it functions under an external magnetic field. Thus,
a Zeeman term along z-axis is also considered when a mag-
netic field is present. Note that Eq. (1) does not commute with
the total-spin operator: [H,

∑
i S

z
i ] ̸= 0, and thus it does not

possess the spin (or particle) conservation symmetry, meaning
that the additional phase factor introduced by U(1) transfor-
mation will alter the Hamiltonian. Furthermore, with a non-
zero h that deforms the original cubic lattice into a tetragonal
one, we have only four favored directions for the magneti-
zation lying above the x − y plane. In fact, the symmetry
group of our model can be probed by replacing (±Sβ ,±Sβ̄)
with β, β̄ = x, y and β ̸= β̄ into Eq. (1) while leaving it-
self unchanged. Such transformation includes 4 rotations and
4 reflections in the plane, and thus they compose a dihedral
group with order 4 or written as D8 in the abstract alge-
bra. By choosing K = 1 in this work, four favored direc-
tions possess azimuthal angles θ, shown in Fig. 1(a), equal to
π/4, 3π/4, 5π/4, and 7π/4. In what follows, we restrict θ to
be in the range θ ∈ [0, π4 ] without loss of generality.

B. The one-site (J = 0) limit

We begin our discussion from studying one special case as
J is chosen to be zero. Under this choice,H = HK−h and it is
a one-site Hamiltonian which can be directly solved. Because
S = 2, the local Hilbert space is five-dimensional and Sz = 1,
0, and −1 states are still good eigenstates. On the other hand,
due to the quartic term Sz = 2 and −2 states are connected
and new eigenbasis needs to be formed. The results are

|ψ1⟩
|ψ2⟩
|ψ3⟩
|ψ4⟩
|ψ5⟩

 =


N(|2⟩ − α| − 2⟩)

|1⟩
|0⟩

| − 1⟩
N(α|2⟩+ | − 2⟩)

 , (2)

FIG. 1. (a) The spontaneous magnetization (the red arrow) and the
angle θ. When a canted phase appears, planar magnetic order points
in a certain direction with relative angle θ to the x-axis ([100]). (b)
Ground-state phase diagram for the single-site Hamiltonian (J =
0). Definition for each state is recorded in Eq. (2). (c) The eigen-
energy for each local state along with h. Energies are calculated
according to Eq. (3) and (4). Dashed line at h = 2 indicates the
degenerate (transition) point.

where |2⟩, |1⟩, |0⟩, | − 1⟩, and | − 2⟩ represent the eigenstates
of Sz with

α =

√
4h2 + 9− 2h

3
(⩽ 1), N =

1√
α2 + 1

. (3)

The corresponding eigenvalues are
E1

E2

E3

E4

E5

 =


−3α−1 + 21 + 2h

18− h
24

18 + h
3α+ 21 + 2h

 , (4)

with En being the eigen-energy of |ψn⟩. We note that the for-
mation of this “reshuffled” Hilbert basis results from the fact
that the K and h terms do not commute. Therefore, a new
set of orthonormal basis is generated. By varying h, we plot
the ground state (GS) phase diagram in Fig. 1(b). There are
two special points where degeneracy takes place. One is at
h = 0 with a three-fold degeneracy among |ψ1⟩, |ψ2⟩, and
|ψ4⟩. The other lies at h = 2 with a two-fold degeneracy be-
tween |ψ1⟩ and |ψ2⟩. We will especially focus on the vicinity
of the second degenerate point, h = 2. There, a transition
of the two-level system takes place, meaning that a first-order
transition happens with a sudden jump of the order parame-
ter ⟨Sz⟩, with ⟨ψ1|Sz|ψ1⟩ = 1.6 and ⟨ψ2|Sz|ψ2⟩ = 1 where
Sz = 1

NL

∑
i S

z
i andNL stands for the number of lattice sites.

We also plot the eigen-energies (Eq. (4)) along h for each
state in Fig. 1(c). One obvious feature lies in the fact that as
h is strong enough, |ψ3⟩, |ψ4⟩, and |ψ5⟩ are largely gapped
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from the rest two states. Moreover, |ψ1⟩ and |ψ2⟩ share very
close energies around h = 2. The above observations suggest
that near the transition point, other higher-energy states can
only serve as the “tiebreaker” through quantum fluctuation af-
ter we turn on J . This will become an important feature in the
following discussion.

C. Inclusion of Heisenberg coupling

We will now study the effect while including the J term.
As mentioned in the previous section, the Heisenberg term
serves as the tunneling from low-energy states to higher ones.
It will also introduce the inter-site correlation that leads to a
collective behavior of local spins, forming the ferromagnetic
state. Our remaining task is to investigate all possible phases
after J is turned on and try to probe the critical behavior on
the phase boundary.

Initially, we can first try to picture what kinds of phases
could emerge. From the information of HK−h, we have
learned that there is a two-level system and both states are
gapped. Therefore, they will remain until J is strong enough
to overcome the energy difference between |ψ1⟩ and |ψ2⟩, thus
triggering a phase transition. Since both are polarized in the
z-direction, we call them the polarized states, P1 and P2, com-
ing from |ψ1⟩ and |ψ2⟩ respectively. Note that although from
the symmetry point of view both P phases are identical, be-
cause of the two-level nature we label them with different in-
dices, same as the fact that we call the phase of matter with
translational invariance possessing a larger (smaller) density
the liquid (gas) phase. Besides the polarized phase as J is
strong enough the condensation takes place, leading to the
off-diagonal magnetic moments. Therefore, we expect that a
canted (C) phase, whose magnetization no longer aligns along
the z-axis, should also appear in the phase diagram. The tran-
sition between P and C phases then becomes the central issue
in the following content.

III. METHODS AND RESULTS

A. Mean-field analysis

We first study the full Hamiltonian, Eq. (1), with mean-
field approximation (MFA), sometimes also referred to as the
molecular field approximation. The mean-field Hamiltonian
reads

HMF =− J
∑
⟨i,j⟩

S⃗i · ⟨S⃗j⟩+
∑
i,α

(Sαi )
4 − h

∑
i

Szi . (5)

By introducing the mean-field of ⟨S⃗j⟩ Eq. (5) again reduces
to a one-site Hamiltonian and can be solved iteratively by as-
suming the local state to be

|ψlocal⟩ = c0|ψ1⟩+
4∑

m=1

cme
iϕm |ψm+1⟩, (6)

FIG. 2. The phase diagram by MFA (red thin lines) and iPEPS (cir-
cle symbols) with D = 4 (χ = 70). For MFA, phase boundaries
are obtained by self-consistently solving Eq. (5). Two polarized (P1

and P2) phases are connected through h = 2 while canted (C) phase
forms when J comes into play. The yellow star indicates the transi-
tion point probed by iPEPS with (D,χ) = (5, 50). See Section III B
and Appendix B for detailed discussion.

where c0 =
√

1−
∑
m c

2
m. Then, we variationally optimize

the parameter set {cm, ϕm} in lowering the energy, ⟨HMF⟩.
To diagnose P and C phases, we rely on the order parameter

Mp =
√
⟨Sx⟩2 + ⟨Sy⟩2, (7)

where Mp is nonzero in C phase. We emphasize that in C
phase, there is a four-fold degeneracy for its planar magne-
tization Mp, pointing along the diagonal direction in the x-y
plane. Without loss of generality, we adopt the magnetization
with θ = π/4 in the following discussion. Such degeneracy
has also been indicated in previous mean-field studies [11].
We plot the mean-field phase diagram in Fig. 2 as thin red
lines, along with the phase boundary by iPEPS which will
be discussed in the later sections. Besides Mp, another rel-
evant observable is Mz = ⟨Sz⟩. Recall that at J = 0, we
have a sudden jump of Mz at h = 2, indicating the first-
order transition. Because of the ferromagnetic nature, we can
adopt the translational invariance in our calculation and thus
⟨Sα⟩ = ⟨Sαi ⟩. For the P2 phase Mz ≃ 1 while Mz > 1.6
for the P1 phase beyond h = 2 (cf. ⟨ψ1|Sz|ψ1⟩ = 1.6 and
⟨ψ2|Sz|ψ2⟩ = 1 at h = 2). Notice that Mz does not have to
be strictly equal to 1 because it is not a good quantum number.

We emphasize two points here: (1) Mz is not an order pa-
rameter because in all phases it is non-zero. And (2) when
h = 0 the cubic symmetry is restored with 8 preferable direc-
tions of magnetization. In fact, it can be sensed from Eq. (2)
and (4) that when h = 0, we have a three-fold degeneracy
among |1⟩, |−1⟩, and |ψ1⟩ which is equal to 1√

2
(|2⟩−|−2⟩).

In our study we focus on the scenario when h ̸= 0; therefore,
inside the C phase Mp always favors one of the tetragonal
directions, which is consistent with previous results [11].

If we take a look at the optimized parameter set, {cm, ϕm},
we can see that the coefficient of a higher-energy |ψm⟩ is pro-
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FIG. 3. (a) iPEPS scheme with rank-5 tensors on each lattice site
where thick and thin solid lines represent virtual (D) and physical (d)
bonds respectively. (b) Corner (C), edge (T ) and double layer (AA†)
tensors in the upper-left corner. Grey bonds possess dimension equal
to χ which in general should be no smaller than D2, and the dimen-
sion for blue bonds is D2.

portional to J/(Em − Eg), where Em is its corresponding
eigen-energy and Eg is the ground state energy at J = 0:
Eg = E1 (E2) at h > 2 (< 2). Therefore, we can learn
from Fig. 1(c) that as J remains relatively small, the coef-
ficients of |ψ1⟩ and |ψ2⟩ should be dominant. Moreover,
the phase factors, ϕ1 to ϕ4, provide extra degrees of free-
dom in lowering ⟨HMF⟩. According to our MFA, in C phase
(ϕ1, ϕ2, ϕ3, ϕ4) = (5π/4, 3π/2, 7π/4, 0), suggesting that a
coherence is attained and it leads to the θ = π/4 magneti-
zation. It is crucial to note that such coherence is a conse-
quence of our reshuffled local Hilbert space because in the
sole Heisenberg ferromagnets there is no easy axis after the
spontaneous symmetry breaking.

By far the physical scenario we have found agrees quite
well with our intuitive assumption. The next question is if we
can exploit a better numerical tool in order to provide a more
accurate phase diagram.

B. iPEPS study

With a frustration-free many-body spin Hamiltonian, QMC
is usually the prior option for conducting numerical stud-
ies. However, due to the difficulty that we elucidate in Ap-
pendix A, it is unlikely to numerically solve Eq. (1) by apply-
ing QMC. Therefore, we need to seek for another numerical
tool and iPEPS will be applied for our purpose. The iPEPS
is a variational tensor network ansatz for approximating the
ground state of a two dimensional quantum systems in the
thermodynamic limit [16–18], in order to study our system be-
yond MFA. Obeying the area law [24], absence of sign prob-
lem and lattice size augmentation put iPEPS among one of the
most desirable computational methods in many-body physics
especially for strongly correlated systems. The basic idea in
iPEPS consists of considering a repeating unit cell of inter-
connected tensors, so called the bulk tensors, and simulating
an effective environment by constructing a series of border
tensors. Each bulk tensor encodes the entanglement with its
neighboring sites by having four virtual bonds with bond di-

mension equal to D, along with one physical index which re-
flects the local Hilbert space dimension (d = 5 in this work).
Since we consider a ferromagnetic system in a square lattice,
it then has a 1× 1 repeating unit cell as shown in Fig. 3(a).

To compute the norm and the observables we then contract
the tensor (A) to its complex conjugate (A†) and trace out the
physical bond so that it results in a double-layer tensor (AA†).
This tensor object becomes the basic block while we ap-
proximate the environment tensors through the corner transfer
matrix renormalization group (CTMRG) procedure [25–27].
Since the computational cost for the exact contraction of a
2D network exponentially grows along with the size, we con-
struct the projector tensors through truncation after singular-
value decomposing a tensor bond [27]. Once the CTMRG
converges, we obtain the corner C and edge T tensors as de-
picted in Fig. 3(b). By constructing the environment tensors
around the bulk tensor, we can extrapolate the system size to
the thermodynamic limit and calculate the energy or desired
physical observables.

By construction iPEPS is suitable for studying gapped
phases in two dimensions, because they fulfill the area law,
and the fast decay of singular values makes the truncation dur-
ing CTMRG reasonable. On the other hand, whether iPEPS
can still serve as an accurate ansatz for gapless phases is un-
der debate. Although we already have some solid examples,
such as the expression of gapless Kitaev spin liquid using
iPEPS [28], whether we can generally construct such structure
for critical phases is uncertain. Despite some recent works
demonstrating how to conduct proper scaling with respect to
the finite correlation length [29–32], a simple but direct diag-
nosis of critical behavior is not easy to obtain. We will show,
however, that our model along with the iPEPS results provide
an easy yet desirable example showing the utility of this 2D
tensor network ansatz even for the critical phases.

As a variational ansatz, various optimization methods based
on the imaginary time evolution (ITE) such as simple [16],
full [33] and fast-full updates [34] have already been proposed
and implemented for oftentimes. On the other hand, although
it is not an easy task to evaluate the energy gradient of each
variational parameter [35, 36], a breakthrough in optimizing
iPEPS emerged by adopting the idea of automatic differentia-
tion (AD) [37], which has been employed for optimizing prob-
lems with a large number of parameters and already proved its
efficiency in many neural network studies. An advanced op-
timization scheme combining both ITE and AD has also been
proposed recently [38].

In this work, we adopt the variational optimization using
AD for our ansatz. The objective in AD optimization is to
record down the computation graph from initial bulk ten-
sors to the final energy estimation (see the Method Section
in Ref. [39]). After completing one computation flow (one
epoch), the energy gradients are evaluated through the back-
ward propagation; hence we can make use of these gradients
to update the tensor elements (variational parameters) with a
desired degree (learning rate), until a desirable convergence is
achieved. We can then utilize the converged ansatz for further
calculation of physical observables. In this work, we adopt a
practical package, peps-torch [40], for our calculation. Pre-
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FIG. 4. iPEPS calculations (D = 4 and χ = 20) for (a) The order parameter (Mp) probed by different bond dimensions along a vertical cut at
h = 2.3, and the plots of Mz and Mp observables along with h for (b) J = 0.04 and (c) J = 0.1. A C → P2 → C → P1 phase transition
can be clearly seen in (b), while only two phases are detected in (c).

viously, this package has demonstrated a very good capability
for various spin systems such as frustrated Heisenberg antifer-
romagnet [41, 42], chiral spin liquid [43], and novel quantum
magnetism [39], as well as the bosonic system [44].

We then present the numerical results obtained by iPEPS,
starting from the phase diagram. The black circles in Fig. 2
pin down the estimated transition points by iPEPS with bond
dimensions (D,χ) = (4, 70). To strengthen the reliability, we
also provide one point probed with (D,χ) = (5, 50), which
is the upper limit of our machine’s capacity, in yellow star
symbol. The estimated transition point for D = 5 is equal to
the one of D = 4 within a small J variance (∆J = 0.002).
Thus, we believe that the phase boundary present here is al-
ready very close to that of D → ∞. The way of deciding
transition points is explained in Appendix B.

As we can clearly see, the phase boundary of P2 dome is
quantitatively different from the one by MFA, suggesting an
improvement after adopting iPEPS. For the other boundary at
h > 2, on the other hand, MFA is already very accurate. In
Fig. 4(a) we present the order parameter, Mp, obtained with
different bond dimensions using iPEPS along the h = 2.3
vertical cut. All the different trials predict a transition point
at around J = 0.076 (dashed line), meaning that the iPEPS
calculation with D > 1 does not provide a better prediction.
It is not surprising because the second boundary serves as the
saturation line, beyond which the product state of |ψ1⟩ is a
well estimated ansatz for its GS even with a nonzero J .

In Fig. 4(b) and (c), we demonstrate two horizontal cuts of
relevant observables, Mz and Mp, for J = 0.04 and J = 0.1.
As shown in Fig. 4(b), Mp is nonzero in the beginning for
small h and then becomes zero entering the P2 phase dome.
As the magnetic field is further enhanced, Mp appears again
in C phase. Finally, the state gets saturated and Mp disap-
pears. Such phase transition corresponds to the re-entrant

EGS θc/π Mz Mp

(J, h) = (0.08, 0.5) 17.31491 0.18845 1.00833 0.64239
17.31426 0.25130 1.00884 0.62537

(J, h) = (0.08, 0.7) 17.11102 0.15063 1.03210 0.70821
17.11022 0.24194 1.03301 0.68585

(J, h) = (0.06, 1.2) 16.65518 0.00018 1.08426 0.74180
16.65518 0.04029 1.08427 0.74277
16.65529 0.09014 1.08398 0.74496
16.65527 0.12205 1.08426 0.74618
16.65528 0.13893 1.08433 0.74967
16.65509 0.19642 1.08440 0.73746
16.65513 0.22317 1.08450 0.74337
16.65509 0.25318 1.08475 0.73936

TABLE I. We provide the detailed numbers of simulations for three
points near the P2 dome. Numbers for trials with and without the
local-minimum issue are shown in the first and last rows for each
point with D = 4 and χ = 20. The energy difference among distinct
ansatz for (J, h) = (0.06, 1.2) is especially less apparent, whose
reason will be explained in Section IV A.

C → P2 → C → P1 transition revealed in Ref. [11]. When
J is large enough outside the P2 phase dome, however, we
end up with only one C and P1 phases, as demonstrated in
Fig. 4(c) for J = 0.1.

Moreover, a peculiar phenomenon happens as we approach
the P2 phase dome. We have discovered that the more we
get close to its phase boundary, the more our calculation suf-
fers from the local-minimum issue. In Fig. 5 we have sam-
pled several points near ((a), (c), and (e)) and away from ((b),
(d), and (f)) the phase boundary and plotted the variation of
GS energy (EGS) and θ during the optimization process, all
starting from the same random initial input. As we can see,
while at those points away from the phase boundary each trial
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FIG. 5. Plots of ground state energy (EGS) and azimuthal angle (θ) defined in Fig. 1(a) during the optimization process with D = 4 for
points near ((a), (c), and (e)) and away from ((b), (d), and (f)) the P2 dome. The dashed lines indicate the θ = π/4 orientation, where the
magnetization is expected to align if not the easy-axis softening. The issue of local minimum is manifest in the upper row while not for the
trials in the lower row.

FIG. 6. θ-EGS profiles for four distinct trials in Table I of (J, h) =
(0.06, 1.2) are demonstrated. During the optimization process, as
the intermediate EGS is smaller than the threshold value 16.656, the
corresponding θ and energy are indicated with red dots in the one-
eighth pie chart.

converges to a canted ferromagnetic state with the converging
angle θc ≈ π/4, close to the boundary the convergence flows
to some local minima. For a better comparison, in Table I we
provide the detailed values of EGS, θc, and physical observ-
ables for the simulations of the points near the boundary. For
h = 0.5 and 0.7 we demonstrate two distinct results: values
in the local and (nearly) global minima. The globally minimal
results are generated through the optimization starting from a
converged ansatz nearby, which gives rise to a θ = π/4 mag-
netic easy axis. It is clear to see that despite some energy
differences, ∆E is smaller than 0.005% of EGS. From the
values of Mz and Mp we also realize that it is not simply the
numerical artifacts when getting too close to the phase bound-
ary, because Mp is quite apparent and even larger than the 0.6
times of Mz .

For h = 1.2, where the local-minimum issue is even more
manifest, more data are shown with different directions of
easy axis. While the energy difference among them is even
smaller than 0.0015% of EGS, an ansatz giving rise to mag-
netic easy axis along the principal axis (θc/π = 0.00018) can
also be detected. For a better demonstration, in Fig. 6 we ex-
hibit the θ of ansatz during the optimization process when the
final convergence is well approached for several trials in Ta-
ble I. From the values of EGS in the table, converging ansatz
all give energies smaller than 16.656. As a result, we set
this number as the threshold and plot the θ of ansatz when
its energy already drops below 16.656 during the optimiza-
tion process. From Fig. 6 we can see that despite a larger or
smaller fluctuation of θ near the final convergence, different
trials flow to different θc which suggests the issue of emerging
local minima. Overall, we see that the whole EGS < 16.656
profile almost cover all the θ ∈ [0, π/4] region. We inter-
pret the above observation from our numerical results as the
“softening” of easy axis, because as we get closer to the phase
boundary among ansatz giving different θc they possess nearly
indistinguishable energy difference.

In fact, the appearance of local minima is a common issue
for iPEPS calculation, especially when the energy gradient is
very small near the global minimum of Hilbert space mani-
fold, or it is near the phase boundaries of first-order transi-
tion. Since the latter scenario of a discontinuous transition
does not apply here, it is reasonable to deduce that near the
phase boundary the convergence toward the globally minimal
point becomes more difficult with the gradient decent algo-
rithm. This implies an emergent phenomenon near the tran-
sition points, which corresponds to the insight of field theory
and we will elucidate this point in the next section.
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IV. INTERPRETING THE IPEPS RESULTS

We have demonstrated in the previous section that the easy
axes tend to be smeared out near the critical points based on
the iPEPS simulation. This can be understood as the local-
minimum issue in the manifold of GS energy. Borrowing the
knowledge from the well-established field theory, however,
we realize that those local minima amount to an energy con-
tinuum due to the emergence of continuous symmetry on the
critical points, justifying our iPEPS results.

A. Low-energy effective theory

To unveil the cause of this local-minimum issue, let us first
try to gain more understanding from the perspective of the lat-
tice model by proposing an effective theory. From Fig. 1(c) we
can clearly see that there is a large energy gap that separates
|ψ1⟩ and |ψ2⟩ from the rest of the states. Therefore, when J
is enough to overcome the rather small energy difference be-
tweenEψ1 andEψ2 , a phase transition can be triggered. In the
vicinity of phase boundary (or inside the P1 and P2 phases),
we can project out the rest states other than |ψ1⟩ and |ψ2⟩ on
each site

Heff = PHP

= P (−J
∑
⟨i,j⟩

S⃗i · S⃗j)P +
∑
i,n

En|ψin⟩⟨ψin|

= Heff
J +Heff

K−h,

(8)

where P = Πi(1−
∑5
m=3 |ψim⟩⟨ψim|) is the projection oper-

ator and n = 1, 2. Because we have the following relations

⟨ψ1|Sz|ψ1⟩ = 2N2(1− α2),

⟨ψ2|Sz|ψ2⟩ = 1,

⟨ψ1|S+|ψ2⟩ = ⟨ψ2|S−|ψ1⟩ = 2N,

(9)

while all the other terms are zero, the first term becomes

Heff
J =− J

∑
⟨i,j⟩

τ⃗i · τ⃗j , (10)

with

τ+ = (τ−)† =

[
0 2N
0 0

]
, τz =

[
2N2(1− α2) 0

0 1

]
. (11)

With further elaboration, Eq. (10) can be expressed as

Heff
J =− tJ

∑
⟨i,j⟩

(σ+
i σ

−
j + σ−

i σ
+
j ) + VJ

∑
⟨i,j⟩

σzi σ
z
j −BJ

∑
i

σzi ,

(12)
where tJ = 2JN2, VJ = −Jγ21 , and BJ = 4Jγ1γ2 with
γ1 = N2(1−α2)− 1

2 and γ2 = N2(1−α2)+ 1
2 ; σ stands for

the Pauli matrices (see Appendix C). Heff
J represents a hard-

core bosonic (HCB) Hamiltonian with an attractive potential
under a magnetic field.

Since effectivelyHeff
K−h is equivalent to an auxiliary “field”

that discriminates |ψ1⟩ and |ψ2⟩ (telling us where we are close
to the first or second phase boundary), near the vicinity of
phase boundary the properties of C phase can be well de-
scribed by Heff

J . Through the direct evaluation we learn that
|t| ≫ |V | for the parameters of interest here; therefore, a su-
perfluid condensation is favorable. More importantly, Eq. (12)
has a global U(1) symmetry, meaning that after the sponta-
neous symmetry breaking its free energy does not change by
an acquisition of an extra phase factor (eiϕ) to the order pa-
rameter. When the U(1) symmetry is present, it forms a en-
ergy continuum where off-diagonal magnetization is free to
align along any direction that spans the x-y plane. Conse-
quently, it leads to the freedom in choosing θ for the mag-
netic moment, and makes the energies all possess similar val-
ues (degenerate right on the critical points). This explains the
reason why our simulation suffers from the local-minimum is-
sue near the phase boundary during the numerical simulation.

The above-mentioned scenario becomes exact only when
we can completely ignore the effect from |ψ3⟩ to |ψ5⟩, sug-
gesting that a sufficiently large energy gap is required and the
tunneling (J) should be small (≲ |E1 −E2|). This is the rea-
son why we still observe the θ = π/4 canted state deep inside
the C phase, because there J is much larger than |E1 − E2|
and thus higher-energy states come into the play, fixing the
magnetic easy axes along the tetragonal directions. Moreover,
as h is small the energy gap also decreases (Fig. 1(c)); there-
fore the picture described by Eq. (12) loses some credibility
and the emergent phenomenon is less manifest, which also
adheres to our observation to the numbers shown in Table I.

B. The insight from field theory

1. Classical field theory

In the previous section we have unveiled the fact that the
U(1) symmetry which does not originate from our model
gradually emerges approaching the phase boundary. We then
need to check whether it becomes exact right on the crit-
ical points. This is feasible because there the correlation
length diverges and thus those higher-energy terms causing
the anisotropy, which we neglect in Eq. (8), become truly ir-
relevant [45–47], while it should stay relevant in any distance
away from the critical points [48, 49]. To see whether this
is true, we will extend the previous discussion by means of
the field theory. The critical behavior of O(n) model with
cubic anisotropy has firstly been extensively studied through
the momentum-space RG for a LGW Hamiltonian composed
of the n-vector model plus a diagonal quartic field term [19].
Such LGW Hamiltonian possesses the following form

H =

∫
ddx

{1

2
[(∇ϕ)2 + rϕ2] + uϕ4 + v

n∑
i=1

(ϕi)
4
}
,

(13)
where (∇ϕ)2 =

∑n
i=1(∇ϕi)2 and ϕ2 =

∑n
i=1(ϕi)

2. d stands
for the real-space dimension and n reflects the component of
field ϕ. As the standard measure for a field Hamiltonian up
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to the quartic field terms, the physics as d < 4 should be
treated in a perturbative way with the ϵ = 4 − d expansion
to pin down the fixed point for the critical behavior. The RG
flow diagrams have been first generated in Ref. [50] and then
become a textbook material [51–53]. The latest flow diagrams
can be seen in Ref. [54] with expansion up to the 6th order
in ϵ. An important feature of the RG flow is that there is a
critical value for its component, nc, above which the stable
fixed point would change [19]. When n < nc the critical point
is dominant by the O(n) universality class, while as n > nc
the cubic fixed point becomes the stable one.

While the physical scenario does not change with higher-
order ϵ-expansion, the value of nc will be altered when a
further calculation is conducted. To date, the most reli-
able results from ϵ-expansion studies up to six-loop calcu-
lation [20, 22], Monte Carlo [21], and a very recent boot-
strapping method [23] all indicate 2.85 < nc(d = 3) < 3,
suggesting that the Heisenberg cubic ferromagnet (n = 3)
in three dimensions should undergo a cubic phase transition
when the temperature is dropping down to its Curie point. An
important message from the RG prediction also tells us that
when n < nc, the transition is governed by a continuous sym-
metry which is absent in the original Hamiltonian, meaning
that the anisotropy term becomes irrelevant right at the tran-
sition point. This fact signifies an emergence of continuous
symmetry on the phase boundary. Such phenomenon has al-
ready been found in previous studies for the antiferromagnetic
transverse-field frustrated Ising model (TFFIM), whose com-
ponent is equal to one, in (2+1) dimensions with LGW ap-
proach or Monte Carlo simulation [55–57].

Since Eq. (1) contains a Zeeman term, we need to re-
consider its effective LGW Hamiltonian in the field theory.
Recall that in Section III A we have emphasized that for our
system Mz is irrelevant due to the non-zero longitudinal mag-
netic field. As a result, for our phase transition of interest,
P → C, we only have two related components, and it leads
to n = 2 in the field theory interpretation. The corresponding
order parameter is Mp =

√
M2
x +M2

y , where Mα = ⟨Sα⟩
and α = x, y. Therefore we can write down its corresponding
free energy up to the fourth power [11]

F = F0 +
r

2
M2
p + uM4

p + v(M4
x +M4

y ), (14)

where F0 = F0(Mz, h). We ignore the higher-order terms in
the free energy because they will only result in some quantita-
tive changes [9]. As Landau and Ginzburg have argued, near
the continuous transition point Eq. (14) can be re-expressed
with coupled fields, leading to the free energy density

f = f0 +
1

2
[(∇ϕ)2 + rϕ2] + uϕ4 + v

2∑
i=1

(ϕi)
4, (15)

where ϕ2 =
∑2
i=1(ϕi)

2 and (∇ϕ)2 =
∑2
i=1(∇ϕi)2, repre-

senting the kinetic term. Because of F = −kBT logZ , where

Z =

∫
Dϕ⃗ e−βH[ϕ⃗] (16)

is the partition function, we can see that Eq. (15) turns out
corresponding to the integrand in Eq. (13) with only two com-
ponents instead of three. A recent work by Venus utilizing
RG upon 2D XY model with fourfold anisotropy reveals that
the finite-size Kosterlitz-Thouless (KT) transition takes place
with weak anisotropy, while a crossover to the Ising critical-
ity happens as the strength of anisotropy increases [58]. The
existence of KT transition also implies that there is a quasi-
ordered phase between the high-temperature paramagnetic
phase and the low-temperature ferromagnetic phase [59]. As
a result, starting from the C phase near the phase boundary in
zero temperature (recall that the anisotropy needs to be weak),
our 2D lattice model can feasibly host two KT transitions in
finite temperature. We will leave the further investigation for
future studies.

2. Quantum phase transition

In zero temperature our MFA and iPEPS calculations re-
veal two phase boundaries of quantum phase transition (QPT).
In the general form of quantum field theory (QFT), we write
down the corresponding Lagrangian density

Z =

∫
DΨDΨ∗ exp

(
−
∫
dτddxL

)
,

L =K1Ψ
∗ ∂Ψ

∂τ
+K2|

∂Ψ

∂τ
|2 − 1

2
[|∇Ψ|2 + r|Ψ|2]

− u|Ψ|4 − v

2∑
i=1

(Φi)
4,

(17)

where Ψ = Φ1 + iΦ2 stands for the order parameter and τ
is the imaginary time. Neglecting the anisotropy term (v =
0), Eq. (17) represents the standard model for the dilute Bose
gas [60]. Under such scenario, it is well-known that as long
as K1 ̸= 0, K2 becomes irrelevant after rescaling; therefore,
we end up with a dynamical critical exponent z = 2. With
d = 2, the QFT lies right on the upper critical dimension
for the quartic field term. Moreover, at the multicritical point
where the particle-hole symmetry is present, K1 = 0 and thus
z = 1 [61]. Notably, as z = 1 the QFT becomes Lorentz-
invariant, meaning that the imaginary time can be treated as
an independent extra dimension.

With v ̸= 0, it is difficult to deduce the property of the crit-
icality on the current stage, although we believe that our sce-
nario is akin to the diluted Bose gas quantum criticality with
perturbation discussed in Ref. [62]. There, the authors demon-
strated that the critical lines (phase boundaries) are confor-
mally invariant while their intersection (multicritical point) is
not ((J, h) = (0, 2) in Fig. 2). For our scenario, on the other
hand, we could also rely on our numerical tool to provide us
with further information. In studying the quantum criticality,
some important information can be extracted from the con-
nected correlation function

Cr =
∑
α

⟨Sα0 Sαrx̂⟩ −M2
α, (18)
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FIG. 7. Correlation functions in log-log scale at different points on the estimated phase boundary. Results of (D,χ) = (5, 50), (4, 70), and
(3, 100) are provided for (J, h) = (0.014, 1.8) in (a), while the samplings for other points with (D,χ) = (5, 50) are also shown in (b).
Dashed lines represent the power-law decay of correlation function in 3D XY criticality with η = 0.038.

where α = x, y. How to obtain the numerical correlation
function is explained in Appendix B. Right on the critical
point the correlation length (ξ) diverges and Cr scales as

Cr ∼ r−d+2−η, (19)

where η is the critical exponent of correlation function. De-
spite the fact that the finite-D iPEPS is never able to capture
the divergence of ξ, within the short range we can still approx-
imate η within a reasonable size of bond dimension [41, 63].

In Fig. 7(a) we provide the log-log plots of Cr for (J, h) =
(0.014, 1.8) with three different D. Note that (D,χ) =
(5, 50) already reaches the maximal set-up within our ma-
chine’s capacity. Dashed lines represent the function of
Eq. (19) with η = 0.038, which is the critical exponent for
the 3D XY universality class. We can see that as D increases
the simulated curve of Cr moves toward the dashed line and
forD = 5, a nice fitting along that line for small r can be seen.
We have also sampled some other points in Fig. 7(b) and all
of the results seem to indicate the liability that the QPTs on
distinct points belong to the same universality class. Never-
theless, the numerical correlation functions exhibit an expo-
nential decay in the longer range, and this is because of the
construction of iPEPS that accords to the area law. That is
the reason why we demonstrate the trend for different D in
Fig. 7(a), showing that by increasing the bond dimension the
power-law decay can be better captured. Similar analysis can
also be seen in Refs. [41, 63].

It is important to note that since our numerical correlation
function demonstrates a nice fitting with the 3D XY univer-
sality class, which is a Lorentz-invariant criticality, we can be
convinced that theK1 term in Eq. (17) disappears. As a result,
our Lagrangian density is equivalent to the free energy density
in Eq. (15), with an extra dimension for the imaginary time.
The XY universality class also roots for the picture of emer-
gent U(1) symmetry on the critical points. In sum, our numer-
ical simulation using iPEPS not only indicates the emergent
phenomenon but also provides evidence for the property on

the critical points, which is not easy to study with analytical
approaches. A further confirmation for the universality class
is expected and left for future works.

V. CONCLUSION

In this work we study a lattice spin model composed of
the ferromagnetic Heisenberg term and a cubic anisotropy un-
der a nonzero magnetic field. Utilizing the 2D iPEPS ten-
sor network ansatz, we obtain a more accurate phase diagram
than the one by MFA in the quantum regime. Despite a four-
fold degeneracy of magnetization in the canted phase resulting
from the anisotropy, our discovery indicates an easy-axis soft-
ening near the critical phase boundary, signifying an emergent
U(1) symmetry. Combining the perspective of field theory
and iPEPS results, the U(1) symmetry feasibly becomes ex-
act right on the phase boundary and the criticality belongs to
the 3D XY universality class.

Our study also indicates that for such spinful systems MFA
can already capture the correct phases, suggesting that the
phenomenological models built for real spinful semiconduc-
tors such as the Zener’s model are reliable. This is not surpris-
ing because oftentimes S = 2 is high enough and very close to
the S → ∞ classical limit. Nevertheless, by exploiting the ca-
pability of advanced numerical ansatz, we can attain the con-
sistency of our quantum many-body model with field-theory
prediction for its critical behavior. Since the zero-temperature
quantum critical point is prone to induce a remnant effect in
the finite temperature, our work also implies some interesting
physics with thermal fluctuation near the QPT point.

Moreover, our study demonstrates the fact that the iPEPS
tensor network ansatz is still useful for the gapless critical
phases. Unlike in one dimension where critical phases can
be probed by the multiscale entanglement renormalization
ansatz (MERA) [64], it is not easy to extend similar con-
struction in higher dimensions, making iPEPS almost the only
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choice in true 2D. However, its construction also suggests that
to probe the gapless phases one might need a very large bond
dimension, whose computational cost easily goes beyond the
capacity of the classical machine. This fact makes the iPEPS
ansatz with executable but small bond dimension (D < 10)
worrisome for the gapless phases. In our study, on the other
hand, we have shown that even with a small D the critical
behavior can already be well approximated. Thanks to the
unconventional lattice model we consider here whose critical-
ity concerns an emergence of continuous symmetry from the
insight of RG, the easy-axis softening reflects the emergent
U(1) symmetry and surprisingly, this phenomenon manifests
with D ≤ 5. We believe that our work, joining in the group of
previous works of importance studying the scaling at critical
points [29–32], provides another solid example demonstrat-
ing the utility of iPEPS in a different but desirable way. Since
the emergence of continuous symmetry has been a widely
seen phenomenon in numerous many-body systems, such as
the well-known deconfined criticality [65–69], we believe that
our results can bring attention to the usage of tensor network
ansatz for its research, besides the QMC or analytical studies.
By enlarging the bond dimension, on the other hand, we also
expect that the emergence of U(1) symmetry can be better
captured. Therefore, how to apply iPEPS more efficiently for
our model will be one of our future considerations.

We would like to point out two promising directions for fu-
ture works. First, a further confirmation of the critical nature
is appreciable. While the QMC calculation is hindered for
this lattice model, a direct derivation of its QFT from the path
integral representation or adopting the conformal field theory
could be the liable candidate in validating our current scope.
Second, informed by the recent work [58] that a 2D XY model
with anisotropy can host a finite-temperature KT transition, to
study the finite-temperature behavior of our model is also fa-
vorable. Since we have a lattice spin model, it is more suitable
in describing the micro-mechanism of a 2D ferromagnetic thin
film. By adopting the thermal state purification through iPEPS
and infinite projected entangled-pair operator (iPEPO), its be-
havior in finite temperature can be probed [70, 71], providing
us with further information.

At last, we would like to briefly mention the connection of
our study to the real-world materials, especially the layered
diluted magnetic semiconductor (DMS) [5]. It is believed that
DMS plays an important role in designing new devices for
future spintronics [72] and it is important to manipulate the
magnetic easy axes for such purpose. In the earlier studies,
through applying an external electric field the magnetic easy
axes can be shifted due to the altering of carrier concentra-
tion led by the field [73–76]. Our study here shows that at
low temperature (where the quantum nature manifests) and
near the critical points, easy axes disappear and the behav-
ior is akin to a U(1) magnet (here we focus on the easy axes
within the x-y plane). Materials with cubic anisotropy such as
(Ga,Mn)As [77], (In,Mn)As [78], or (Ga,Mn)P [79, 80] then
become ideal platforms in examining our proposal. Although
the Mn2+ ions are often characterized in spinful S = 5/2
state [5], it does not alter the field theory interpretation and
thus our conclusion still holds. Future studies for S = 5/2

many-body Hamiltonian with cubic anisotropy will also be of
interest. In practice, a feasible way to investigate the easy-
axis softening is to detect the angular dependence of ferro-
magnetic resonance field under a perpendicular external mag-
netic field [79], which has, to the best of our knowledge, not
been done by any group yet. In sum, the easy-axis softening
introduced here unveils a new possibility in manipulating the
magnetism for spinful semiconductors.

In conclusion, although Eq. (1) is just the simplest spin
model of Heisenberg ferromagnet with cubic anisotropy, it
already contains a huge potential which has not been fully
exploited and thus merits future studies. For example, in
2D monolayers [17, 77] or quantum wells [81] the uniaxial
anisotropy plays an important role and thus needs to be con-
sidered, too. Frequently, in real-world materials the orbital
angular momentum is not zero and thus the spin-orbital cou-
pling, as well as the potential Jahn-Teller effect, could ex-
ist [82, 83]. Therefore, to describe the true behavior of a
practical system a more complex model needs to be built and
considered. We hope that the results we presented here stim-
ulate further research on the spin-anisotropy, which has been
brought within reach by recent technical advancement.
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Appendix A: The difficulty in applying QMC

As many of the physicists would have agreed, when handed
with a many-body model on the lattice, QMC is one of the
most reliable numerical tools that we can think of [84, 85].
It has demonstrated its strength in many aspects [86], such
as probing the various deconfined quantum criticality which
is still an active research field [65–69]. However, due to the
vicious sign problem [87] it hinders the utility of QMC upon
many correlated systems of more interest. The origin of sign
problem comes from the negative weight of a configuration
which could happen in a system with frustration or a fermionic
system. In general, if the negative sign of our Hamiltonian,
−H , has negative off-diagonal elements, it is likely to cause
the sign problem.
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For our lattice model (Eq. (1)), we have known that the
Heisenberg term causes no sign problem in the square lattice,
nor the Zeeman term. For the K term, is can be expanded by
the S = 2 operators and the result is

−
∑
α

(Sα)4 =


−21 −3

−18
−24

−18
−3 −21

 . (A1)

One can see that we have negative off-diagonal terms and thus
negative weights of some configuration might appear. How-
ever, in the conventional world-line QMC, summing up all
possible world-line configurations for the partition function,
the periodic boundary condition along the direction of imagi-
nary time forces the action of K term being an even number.
As a result, we can dodge the bullet of sign problem.

Nevertheless, an obscure difficulty will happen for our
model. As mentioned above, in QMC one needs to determine
the weight for each world-line configuration to construct the
partition function, and the standard way is by putting the con-
figuration through a Markov process, where the configuration
goes through a series of local flips [88]. In our model, how-
ever, we have a magnetic anisotropic term (K) which could
flip the |2⟩ state into | − 2⟩ at each site. Although the Heisen-
berg term (J) also flips the spin, it demands at least four
times of acting J term to connect |2⟩ and | − 2⟩ states. This
would make the configurations hardly evolve because some
processes, such as creating |2⟩ at one site while annihilating it
at another site, now become very complicated during the evo-
lution and it results in a world-line configuration that is hard to
equilibrate, while such processes are doomed to happen in the
C phase. Such difficulty would lead to either the freezing of
configuration or an extraordinarily long computational time.
Even considering the more efficient loop update or worm al-
gorithm, this obstacle still remains and thus the improvement
is limited. So far, we are not aware of any QMC algorithm
that could resolve this issue.

Appendix B: Transition points by iPEPS

While iPEPS is an effective tensor network ansatz in two
dimensions, its limitation lies on the available size of bond
dimension. Despite the fact that by utilizing the global sym-
metries of tensor network ansatz we are able to enlarge the
bond dimension [30, 41, 63, 89, 90], because of the lacking of
desirable symmetry in our model it does not seem to be fea-
sible and thus our calculation is constrained to smaller bond
dimensions. For our study using full tensors, the maximum
setup which is affordable for our machine is (D,χ) ≈ (5, 50).

Because of the limitation, in this work we only provide the
phase boundary estimated by finite D without extrapolation
to D → ∞. However, from Fig. 2 we also see that the esti-
mated transition points barely change after D = 4, fortifying
the reliability of our phase diagram. On the other hand, it is
well-known that finite-D iPEPS tends to over-emphasize the

FIG. 8. We plot the characteristic ξ obtained by Eq. (B1) for different
χ in (a) D = 3 and (b) D = 4. From the data we can see that the
variance of value in ξ along χ is negligible.

FIG. 9. The log-r plots for Cr (D = 4, χ = 70) along the vertical
cuts at (a) h = 0.3 (Jc ∼ 0.07) and (b) h = 1.6 (Jc ∼ 0.027).
Inset in each plot shows the estimated ξ which is equal to the inverse
minus slope of log(Cr) in the long range for different J .

values of order parameter. Without extrapolation a discontinu-
ous behavior is likely captured by iPEPS calculation, blurring
the accurate transition points. Consequently, in this work we
adopt the correlation length, ξ, as the indicator of continuous
phase transition.

Since the finite-D iPEPS can only capture the gapped
phase, the estimated ξ can never diverge even on the critical
point. However, near the continuous phase boundary we can
still witness the “rising up” feature of ξ, despite the fact that
it never goes to the infinity [29]. To estimate ξ, one way we
can follow is to construct the transfer matrix after the ansatz
has converged and the ratio of its two leading eigenvalues
represents the information of characteristic correlation length
ξc [41, 63]

ξc = − 1

log|λ1/λ0|
, (B1)

where the eigenvalues follow the descending order |λ0| >
|λ1| > |λ2| · · · . However, for the finite-D iPEPS we cannot
ignore the effect from the third (or even higher order) leading
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eigenvalue, and thus an effective extrapolation formula has
been proposed [31]. Unfortunately, as shown in Fig. 8 with-
out adopting a very large χ, the estimated ξc barely changes
and thus we are not able to apply the extrapolation formula.
Fig. 8 also conveys the message that within the available val-
ues of χ, the results of simulation are scarcely altered.

Instead of probing ξc from the transfer matrix, in this article
we estimate the values of correlation length from the correla-
tion function, Cr, because the observables already converge
well with smaller χ [29, 30]. Cr can be obtained by con-
structing the reduced density matrix as the following

ρ(r) =

C1 T1

T4

C4 T3

(r − 1)

. . . . . .

C2

T2

C3

T1

T3

T1

T3

,

(B2)
where

=

A

A†

and =

A

A†

. (B3)

After contracting ρ(r) with Sα (α = x, y), we obtain
⟨Sα0 Sαrx̂⟩. Then Cr is evaluated by Eq. (18). In the longer
range where the exponentially decay of Cr takes place, it
scales as

Cr ∼ e−r/ξ, (B4)

and thus, the inverse minus slope of log(Cr)-r plot for r ≫ 1
provides us with the estimated value of ξ. According to the
previous studies ξ and ξc should share similar values after a
well estimation [63].

In Fig. 9 we demonstrate the log(Cr)-r plots for the cor-
relation function at different points along the vertical cut at
h = 0.3 (1.6). We can see that the red dots decrease the slow-
est and it represents J = 0.07 (J = 0.027). In the insets we
show the estimated ξ and indeed there is a summit around the
two points; consequently the critical points can be approxi-
mated. By repeating the same procedure for different vertical
cuts, we end up producing the phase diagram in Fig. 2.

Appendix C: Effective hard-core bosonic model

In Section IV A we present an effective Hamiltonian of
HCB from the low-energy Heff

J and we will show the deriva-
tion here. First, re-write Eq. (10) into

Heff
J =− 2JN2

∑
⟨i,j⟩

σ+
i σ

−
j + σ+

j σ
−
i

− J
∑
⟨i,j⟩

(γ1σ
z
i + γ21i)(γ1σ

z
j + γ21j),

(C1)

with γ1 = N2(1 − α2) − 1
2 , γ2 = N2(1 − α2) + 1

2 , and 1
stands for the identity matrix. After expanding Eq. (C1), we
obtain

Heff
J =− 2JN2

∑
⟨i,j⟩

σ+
i σ

−
j + σ+

j σ
−
i − Jγ21

∑
⟨i,j⟩

σzi σ
z
j

− 4Jγ1γ2
∑
i

σzi ,
(C2)

where the 1i1j term has been ignored since it only contribute
a constant energy. By assigning tJ = 2JN2, VJ = −Jγ21 ,
and BJ = 4Jγ1γ2, we obtain the Hamiltonian in Eq. (12).
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